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                                        Meca-Systeme: expert in corrugated packaging machinery

Meca-Systeme has more than 40 years of experience in the design and manufacture of corrugated trays and cases erectors, as well as Regular Slotted Cases erectors.

With more than 3,000 machines installed worldwide, our in-depth knowledge of corrugated case packaging and cardboard packaging enables us to offer you the best equipment configuration to suit product.

Find hereafter the most common types of cases and trays on the market that can be formed on our machines.




                                    

                                        
                                    

                                    


                                    

                                


                        

                            
                            

                            
                            

                            
                            

                            


                            
                            

                            
                

                
                            
        

                                

                                    

                                    

                                        

                                        





[image: Corrugated truncated cone-shaped tray with cut sides - Meca-Systeme]


CORRUGATED TRAY

truncated cone-shaped with cut sides
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Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CORRUGATED TRAY

with corner sidewalks

[image: Corrugated tray with corner sidewalks - Meca-Systeme]

Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CORRUGATED BOX

with snap-in sidewalks

[image: Corrugated box with snap-in sidewalks]

Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CORRUGATED BOX

fake RSC – 6 flaps box

[image: Fake regular slotted case (RSC) - 6 flaps box - Meca-Systeme]

Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CORRUGATED TRAY

reinforced, with flat beams and sidewalks
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Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CORRUGATED TRAY

with inner wedge
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Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CORRUGATED BOX

ready-to-sell display box

[image: Corrugated ready-to-sell display box Meca-Systeme]

Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CORRUGATED TRAY

with triangular beams

[image: Corrugated tray with triangular beams]

Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CORRUGATED BOX

wrap type case

[image: Corrugated wrap type case Meca-Systeme]

Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CORRUGATED BOX

with glued lid

[image: Corrugated box with glued lid]

Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CORRUGATED TRAY

octogonal tray for Brie cheese

[image: Octogonal corrugated tray for Brie cheese - Meca-Systeme]

Erected on BTM2 tray erector
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CAISSE CARTON

à définir
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